
Go-To Meals

I know as a Ninja you’re making an effort with your food,

maybe doing a little meal prep or maybe rediscovering a

love of cooking again?

But we all have days when we just can’t be arsed right?

Work’s been busy, it’s been a full-on day and you just

don’t wanna think about what you need to eat.

Maybe the old you would have reached for the takeaway

menu?

But not now! Now you’re a Ninja! And Ninjas are ALWAYS prepared💁 ♀ 

So what is a ‘go-to’ meal?

A go-to meal should have the following characteristics:

● Be the right portion size and protein amount for your goal

● Be something you enjoy eating

● Be easy and quick to prepare - ideally under 15 minutes – so quicker than a takeaway

is what we’re looking for here😉
● Have ingredients that you always have in your cupboard, or are always part of your

weekly shop

You probably already have a good idea of what some of your ‘go-to’ meals are.

Meals that you go back to again and again, things you enjoy eating on a regular basis, or a

favourite recipe you include every week.

It’s just a case of adjusting the ingredients to make the calories and protein right for your

goals.

Start by making a list – you can do this by looking back through My Fitness Pal to see if there

are things you log regularly, or just listing the meals you know you have every day.

Here’s an example:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Porridge Tuna & baked potato Chicken Fajitas
Avocado on toast Omelette Bolognese
Bacon & Eggs Turkey & pesto sandwich Steak & new potatoes
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Let’s talk numbers

So how do you know what a perfect portion size is for you?

Using the targets I’ve already given you, decide how you’re going

to split those out over the day.

Decide how many times per day you want to eat.

There are no rules here….if you’re not a breakfast person, you
don’t need to eat breakfast, if you want to graze all day, go for it.

Some considerations though:

a. What is your calorie allowance? If it’s tiny, probably don’t wanna split it over
6 meals

b. How much prep and washing up do you want to do? I used to eat 6 times a
day when I was a boxer and believe me it’s a ballache!

c. When are you naturally hungry throughout the day? I’m generally don’t start
to get hungry til about 11/12ish, so I don’t really eat breakfast…..the cool
kids would call this Intermittent Fasting, I just call it skipping breakfast.💁 ♀ 

d. When is your willpower lowest – are you ‘good’ all day but then press the
fuck it button at night cos you like to snack in front of the TV…..if so save
some calories to mitigate that.

Next you need to consider how you’ll hit your calorie and protein goal.

Let’s say your calorie allowance is 1700 calories and you need to eat 140g protein per day,
but you enjoy a big breakfast cos you tend to have a late lunch, your protein profile might
look a little like this:

Breakfast – 60g protein and 650 cals

Lunch – 40g protein and 525 cals

Dinner – 40g protein and 525 cals

Or if you’re unsure where to start, just split your calories and protein evenly across your
meals.
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Working the numbers

So now you have your numbers, how does that translate to meals? Time to consult your
friend My Fitness Pal.

Firstly, look at the last time you logged your chosen meals and see how far away you are
from the numbers you worked out above.

If you’re within 50 cals or 10g protein, it's all good. If not, you need to make some
adjustments.

Simply log all the ingredients in MFP and adjust until you hit the numbers.👌

Meal Ingredients Cals Protein Prep
Time

Comments

Breakfast
Porridge

60g Oats
100ml Almond milk
90g frozen cherries
60g protein powder
10g flaxseeds
10g pecans

641 62g 5 min Add all ingredients except nuts
and seeds to a pan, heat on
medium until thickened, top
with nuts and seeds

Lunch
Omelette

4 Eggs
2 egg whites
50g ham
100g peppers
50g spinach
100g microwave rice

526 44g 10min Add everything to a pan!

Making your ´go-to’ menu more versatile

If the thought of eating the same ‘go-to’ meals is making you wanna reach for the takeaway

menu, make a list of handy swaps or different ways of preparing the same ingredients to

keep things interesting.

If you’re out of ideas, let me know, or post in the group & we’ll come up with some

suggestions

Porridge

● Add all the ingredients to a blender with some water and make a smoothie

● Use any type of frozen berries – strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, forest fruits

● Use different flavour protein powders, such as chocolate, vanilla or strawberry

● Swap the flaxseeds for any type of seed or nut, such as almonds, cashews or

pumpkin seeds
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Omelette

● Swap the ham for chicken breast.

● Swap the rice for microwave grains/quinoa

● Use a different flavour rice

● Make the ham & eggs scrambled

● Add salad, or a pile of green veg

● Add spices, herbs or chillies

Shopping List

Finally, have a shopping list for your ‘go-to’ meals, so you can check you aren’t running low

on any of the ingredients before you do your weekly shop

You should be able to whizz round the supermarket in less than half an hour with this list, or

better still, save the items into your online list!

So there you go! As you can see you have loads of options to change it up and keep things

exciting, and zero excuse to reach for the takeaway menu next time you’re short on time or

inspiration!
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